AESQ Supplier Forum Invitation

Dear Supplier,

As a valued engine supply chain supplier, we invite you to attend and participate in an upcoming AESQ Supplier Forum scheduled for Thursday 25 April 2024 in Tokyo, Japan, hosted by IHI.

AESQ Supplier Forums are an opportunity for the aerospace engine supply chain to learn what the AESQ is doing; to provide feedback to AESQ on its efforts; and to provide suppliers with the opportunity to talk directly with their customers (AESQ members). Attendees will learn about the SAE AS13100™ AESQ Quality Management System Requirements for Aero Engine Design and Production Organizations Standard and related deployment activities.

Aero Engine Manufacturers are required to flow down regulatory and customer requirements to their supply chains. Because of the product complexity and links to safety, they tend to include more stringent requirements than the rest of the aircraft systems and components. AS13100 was created to replace customer specific quality requirements – leading to simplification and harmonization between engine manufacturer supply chains.

This event is presented by the AESQ Consortium and includes presentations by SENIOR LEADERSHIP from AESQ member companies responsible for Supplier Selection and Management.

Location

The AESQ Supplier Forum will be held at the following venue:

Hibiya Kokusai Building Conference Square  
Hibiya Kokusai Brg. 8F  
2-2-3 Uchisaiwai-cho, Chiyoda-ku,  
Tokyo, 100-0011 Japan  
https://hibikoku.tokyo/

The Hibiya Kokusai Building is next to the subway station “Uchi-saiwai-cho”.

Training Opportunities

SAE International and the AESQ have partnered to provide effective training for key roles at your organization.

- AS13100 Quality Foundations (C2112)  
- AS13100 Supplemental Quality Management System Requirements (PD532104)  
- DPRV Personnel Training and Certification Program

For more details on these training opportunities, visit the AESQ website: https://aesq.sae-itc.com/training.
Hotel Information
There are many hotels in Tokyo. Please book the hotel of your choice.

AESQ Supplier Forum Registration
AESQ Supplier Forums are open and free to anyone interested in attending. Please register online:


Recording Disclaimer: The Supplier Forum will be recorded, and the video posted on the AESQ website for individuals to view at their convenience. Please note that photographs and video taken by or on behalf of SAE ITC/AESQ of event activities and attendees shall be the property of SAE ITC/AESQ. By registering for this SAE ITC/AESQ event, you consent to the use by SAE ITC/AESQ of any photograph or video in which you appear, including for promotional purposes, in print, digital, or other format, without notice or compensation to you.

Attendees are encouraged to review AS13100 prior to attendance.

For all questions concerning Supplier Forum Registration or to register over the phone, please contact SAE Customer Service at +1 724-776-4970 or email: customerservice@sae.org

Dress Attire
Business casual dress attire is appropriate.

About AESQ
The Aerospace Engine Supplier Quality (AESQ) Consortium was established to develop, specify, maintain, promote, and deploy a common set of quality standards specific to the Global Aerospace Engine supply chain. This is intended to reduce customer specifics through a focused set of standards that integrate industry best practice and aerospace engine unique elements.

Questions
Any other questions, please contact Becky Lemon at +1 724-772-4083 or Rebecca.lemon@sae.org.

AESQ looks forward to your participation!